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An improvement in LVCT cache replacement policy
for data grid

Abstract: Caching in data grid has great benefits because of faster and nearer data availability of data objects.
Caching decreases retrieval time of data objects. One of the challenging tasks in designing a cache is designing
its replacement policy. The replacement policy decides which set of files are to be evicted to accommodate the
newly arrived file in the cache and also whether a newly arrived file should be cached or not. The traditional
replacements policies, based on LRU and LFU algorithms are not suitable for the data grid because of large-
and-varying size and retrieving cost of data objects in data grid [1]. Other class of replacement policies used
in data grid is based on calculating utility function for each file which also takes care of size and retrieving
cost of the file along with Locality Strength [2, 3, 4]. We can easily deduce that lesser the value of locality
strength for a file, it is better to evict that file because of its low probability of re-accessing while other two
parameters remaining the same. In LVCT (Least Value Based on Caching Time) policy [1], locality strength in
the utility function is estimated using a term “Caching Time (CT)” where CT for a file F is defined to be sum of
size of all files accessed after last reference to file F. While this policy showed better performance compared to
previous policies [2, 3, 4, 5], it did not take care of the cases where CT computed in the policy is almost same
but the number of files accessed after last reference to file F differs largely. For example, two cases where (i)
number of files is large but sizes of these files are small and (ii) number of files is small but sizes of these files
are big after last reference to a file; can result into nearly same value of CT and hence same value of locality
strength. However, locality strength of first case should be low compared to second case because of large
number of files accessed after its last reference having the same value of CT for both. Here, we propose that
number of files accessed after last reference to file F should also be considered along with CT in estimation of
locality strength so that a better decision can be made for the eviction of a file.
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